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ABSTRACT Freshwater microalgae, Haematococcus pluvialis (H.pluvialis), has been a topic of 

research since the mid-19th century. This is due to its excellent ability to synthesize a very valuable 
bioactive molecule called astaxanthin which has a plethora of applications in food and 
pharmaceutical sectors. Since H. pluvialis is a freshwater algae using salt stresses the cells out and 
eventually leads to synthesis of its secondary metabolites, including astaxanthin. This project was 
performed with the intention of finding sodium chloride concentrations that create ideal conditions 
for synthesis of the much-sought product, astaxanthin. . The first objective in this study was to grow 
H.pluvialis in its required medium with optimal light conditions until it reaches its maximum cell 
density. The second objective is to stress the H.pluvialis with salt at concentrations of 40mM, 70mM 
and 100mM. The third objective is to obtain the spectrophotometer readings of all trials and the 
results will then be compared to determine the optimal concentration of salt that is required to 
produce the most amount of astaxanthin. From the final observations made over a period of 68 
days, it was found that the 100mM NaCl concentration was most capable of triggering secondary 
pathways. Microscopic observations vividly confirm the accumulation of secondary metabolites 
under at this concentration. 
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INTRODUCTION 

H. pluvialis is a green, biflagellate and freshwater microalga which has been subject to much 

interest due to its ability to produce the bioactive compound astaxanthin in high yields. Astaxanthin, 

a red keto-carotenoid pigment, is produced in its free, mono-, and diester forms, as a secondary 

metabolite of this microorganism. The valuable antioxidant capacity of astaxanthin -especially in its 

polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) ester forms- is due to its unique molecular structure, and is 10-

fold greater than other carotenoids such as lutein, zeaxanthin, canthaxanthin and β-carotene, all of 

which are also strong antioxidants (Nagaraj et al. 2012). This pigment is used in fish farming and 

nutraceutical industries. There’s also research surrounding its anti-inflammatory, anti-diabetic, and 

anti-cancer properties. Induction of astaxanthin synthesis within cells happens in response to 

oxidative stress, high light, heat, nutrient (especially nitrogen) deprivation, or introduction of 

exogenous compounds (such as NaCl) (Harker et al. 1996; Fábregas et al. 1996). 

Phototrophic microorganisms use complex photoprotective mechanisms to defend themselves 

against stressful conditions (Solovchenko et al. 2011). These include regulation of light absorption, 

removal of light energy absorbed in excess through thermal dissipation, and control of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) through detoxifying antioxidant activity (Solovchenko et al. 2011). Pigments 

such as astaxanthin and other carotenoids absorb photons of higher energy - hence their red colour 

- and curb ROS levels. H. pluvialis cells subject to harsh conditions lose their flagella and turn from 

the initially motile and growing cells to green coccoid immotile cells, followed by a gradual build-up 

of astaxanthin wielding lipid bodies (intermediate) until the final stage of completely encysted and 

red aplanospores as illustrated in Figure 1. In the initial period of transformation, cells retain the 

majority of their green chlorophylls, leading to a brownish intermediate color. The pigment 

composition of these algae during the green phase is made up of (1) chlorophylls (2) primary 

carotenoids such as neoxanthin, violaxanthin and lutein as depicted in Figure 2. Encysted 

aplanospores, are dominantly composed of astaxanthin in its 3’S, 3’S enantiomer form (Harker et 

al. 1996; Sun et al. 2016). The composition of PUFA esters within this stage is a characteristic of 

culture age; younger cultures of Haematococcus have bigger mono-ester: di-ester ratios (Harker et 

al. 1996). In harvested cultures, up to 8% of cell dry mass can be composed of astaxanthin, 

although inter-strain variations can significantly influence results (Harker et al. 1996). A 

development through the aplanospore stage, is the formation of thick sporopollenin walls around 

cells. These walls reduce the bioavailability of astaxanthin, such that intact cysts do not bring about 

the expected pigmentation when used as fish-feed (Sun et al. 2016; Sommer et al. 1991).  The 

down-processing of these alga is complicated by rigidity of cell walls in the cystic aplanospores. 
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Once the biomass is extracted from the growth media, and -since astaxanthin is an lipid-soluble 

molecule- resuspended in oil, mechanical cell wall disruption methods such as ultrasonication, 

bead-beating and homogenization are performed multiple time until the biomass is devoid of its 

valuable carotenoid pigments. Additionally, fresh-water micro-organisms such as this alga are more 

prone to contaminations than marine microalgae (Carney and Lane 2014). In fact, a most serious 

challenge in culturing H. pluvialis for the purpose of astaxanthin production is protecting it from 

Chytridiomycota, a genus of fungi (Carney and Lane 2014). These hurdles take away from the 

potential of industrial-scale plants, especially when they operate open-pond cultures. Research into 

many aspects of production, most importantly optimal growth and stress conditions, is required to 

truly utilize this micro-algae’s potential. 

 

Figure 1: Life cycle of H.pluvialis cells (Wayama et al. 2013) 
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FIGURE 2: TLC CHROMATOGRAPHS OF PIGMENT COMPOSITIONS FROM (A) GREEN, (B) 
BROWN, AND (C) RED CELLS OF H.PLUVIALIS. S- START; (1) CHLOROPHYLLS AND THEIR 
DEGRADATION PRODUCTS; (2) NEOXANTHIN; (3) VIOLAXANTHIN; (4) LUTEIN; (5) BETA-

CAROTENE; (6) ASTAXANTHIN PUFA MONOESTERS; (7) ASTAXANTHIN DERIVATIVE 
(UNIDENTIFIED); (8) ASTAXANTHIN PUFA DIESTERS; F-SOLVENT FRONT (REPRINTED 

FROM SOLOVCHENKO ET AL. 1999)  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Growth phase 

The first step in the experimental process is the growth phase where the objective of this stage is to 

grow the algae from a small acquired volume into a larger volume. This initiates the growth within 

the algae and helps reach a maximum population density which is crucial to move forward into the 

bioreactor phase. This phase was started by obtaining the algae from the Canadian Phycological 

Culture Centre (CPCC) in a volume of 30 mL. However, it is to be noted that the culture has been 

contaminated with unknown bacteria but at a miniscule amount which is assumed to not majorly 

influence the purpose of the study or on the final outcome. Out of which 20 mL was transferred to 

an Erlenmeyer flask and was mixed with 50 mL of the essential growth medium, Bold’s Basal 

Medium (BBM). This adds up to a total of 70 mL initial culture to work with and the culture is grown 

for a period of 38 days until the desired maximum cell population was achieved on the growth 

curve.  

In order to promote growth, a cool fluorescent plant light (CFL) of 32 Watts and 1800 lumens was 

chosen for the small sample volume. Furthermore, a basic quantum light meter was obtained from 

the Crop Science building at the University of Guelph which is capable of measuring the light 

intensity produced by a light source in terms of µmol·m-2·s-1 units which is quantified as 

photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD). By placing this equipment near the flask, the following 
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graph was created as shown in Figure 3 to determine an appropriate distance to position the light 

source which can adequately support the growth. 

  

Figure 2: Initial setup of the 70mL algae culture with light source 50 cm away producing 15µmol·m-

2·s-1of light intensity 

As seen in the graph, the light source was moved across various distances and it was observed 

that the light intensity decreases as the distance increases. At a distance of 50 cm, the light 

intensity was 15µmol·m-2·s-1 which was further determined to be an optimal intensity for the 70mL 

sample. Therefore, the light source was set at 50 cm away from the Erlenmeyer flask. Meanwhile, 

the remaining 10 mL algal culture is stored for future experimental purposes under the same CFL 

source. 

To monitor the growth in the flask, a Genesys UV-Vis spectrophotometer was obtained from the 

Environmental Engineering teaching lab in which 1mL of sample culture is taken out every three 

days or as often as needed to get an absorbance spectrum. The absorbance spectrum is a plot of 

absorbance against certain wavelength (350-850nm) and is characterized by peak wavelength at 

which the absorbance is the greatest. From this data, an absorbance versus time (days) graph is 

plotted to observe the growth as an accurate analysis to count the cell density is not possible due to 

lack of a hemocytometer. Extrapolating the information from this data, when appropriate cell density 

is obtained, the culture was then transferred to the stress phase. 

 pH testing 

Before moving on to the stress phase, it is critical to measure the pH of the culture to confirm that it 

is abided by the assumptions made at the beginning of the experiment that the pH will be around 

6.6-8.0 range. The testing was done in such a way that 7-10mL of fully grown culture was taken out 
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of the Erelynmeyer flask and placed in a sterile 50mL beaker. Using the pH meter, the electrode 

was inserted in the solution for few minutes and a reading was obtained at room temperature. 

Stress phase 

In this phase the objective is to take the fully grown culture of desired cell density and equally 

distribute it into four test tubes of 10mL in volume. Salt concentrations (NaCl) of 40mM, 70mM and 

100mM were mixed with the culture solution in three of the test tubes respectively while the other 

remains as a control as seen in Figure 4.  These samples were arranged in a test tube rack and 

were placed on a Thermo Scientific benchtop orbital shaker at 165 revolutions per minute (rpm) to 

promote uniform mixing and minimize the sedimentation of solid particles in the tubes. The rack 

was placed at a distance of 17 cm from the same CFL light source producing a light intensity of 85 

µmol·m-2·s-1 continuously (24 hour cycle). The tubes were periodically shaken and mixed to ensure 

extended periods of sedimentation do not occur frequently. As time progressed, the sample in the 

tubes were seen changing colors from the initial dark green to various shades of green and 

red.  The red color indicates the production of astaxanthin within the organism and through several 

downstream processes, the target compound is to be analyzed further.  

 

Figure 3: Arrangement of stress phase with test tubes of salt concentrations 40mM , 70Mm, 
100mM and control 

Final processing 

As the samples were changing colors, on day 62 of the experimental procedure, 1 mL of culture 

from each test tube was collected for absorbance readings. Once the samples were placed in the 
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spectrophotometer, the results from each trial were compiled to identify the effects of salt on the 

production of astaxanthin within the H.pluvialis cells.  

Microscopic observations 

In order to observe the internal morphological changes happening within the cells and to examine 

the accumulation of astaxanthin within the organism, a compound light microscope was used. On 

day 38 of the experimental procedure before the stress phase, the sample was observed under the 

microscope at 40X magnification and observations were recorded. On day 62, similar procedure 

was carried with the 100mM sample as it showed traces of red pigment in the tube. Detailed 

observations were recorded after the analysis.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Growth phase 

In the initial periods of growth phase, the Erlenmeyer flask withholding the medium and culture had 

a pale green hue. Over a course of 38 days, the culture transitioned to a lush green. Colouration in 

this period, is dominantly a result of green pigment (ie. chlorophyll-a) build-up which progresses 

alongside growth. Visible spectra absorbance readings were obtained periodically (figure 5), as a 

means to monitor growth rate (figure 6). It was assumed, that the culture follows the beer-lambert 

law; a direct relation exists between the cell growth and the increasing green pigment absorption. 

This assumption only holds valid for cell cultures while self-shading effects -due to high culture 

density- are absent. Figures 5 shows the fluctuations in absorbance spectra during the 38-day 

period. The absorption peak at approximately 680 nm is a consequence of the chlorophyll-a action. 

Also, since 750 nm was the wavelength of least absorption, all spectra were normalized to this 

wavelength{𝜆 nm - 750 nm}, hence the values of Figure 5 are normalized and not actual; true peak 

absorption values of chlorophyll-𝛼 are present in Figure 6. The results are also adjusted, for the 

sake of presentability, to account for the various culture and cuvette dilutions. On day 29, after 

supplementing the culture with a 20% medium renewal (figure 5), a sharp increase in normalized 

absorption (day 35) was followed by a slight decrease (days 36 & 38). It was thus deduced that the 

cultures are no longer at an excess of nutrients and were in fact starving. More evidence on this 

point can be seen by looking at the blue wavelength range (400nm-500nm) where the spectra 

begins to rise. The natural synthesis of carotenoids in response to starvation is what causes this 

elevation in blue region. Day 38 marked the last day of growth, a microscopic picture of the cells at 
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40x magnification shows the mature green coccoid cells with miniscule shades of orange could 

likely be early an indicator of some synthesized astaxanthin. 

   

Figure 4: Absorbance spectra over 38 days during plotted during the growth period 
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Figure 5: Peak absorbance values of H. pluvialis sample over a period of 38 days (growth curve ) 

pH testing 
Through the use of a standard pH meter in the lab, the result yielded was 8.02 at 20℃. This 

confirms that the culture being grown is staying within the assumptions and is not contributing to 

any negative effects on the results being obtained. 
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Stress phase 

After the last absorbance reading was taken, the lush green grow culture was harvested and split 

into 4 test tubes, each with a working volume of 10 mL. Cell morphologies were studied at 40x 

magnification, prior and after the stress phase and the microscopic images of both examinations 

can be viewed in Figures 7 and 8 further. 

  

Figure 6: Internal morphology of H.pluvialis cells after growth phase at 40X magnification observed 
under a compound light microscope on day 38 

 

Figure 8: Internal morphological variations of H.pluvialis cells subject to 100 mM salinity. Observed 
under a compound light microscope at 40X magnification. (A) exposed cytoplasms of lysed cells (B) 

Intact aplanospores (C) lysed cell with visible cell-wall puncture site. 

As observed in Figure 8, the cells were fully mature and had lost their flagella, rendering them 

immotile. Cultures sedimented to the bottom of test-tubes within short periods of time. To 

counteract the sedimentation effects such as self-shading, and uneven light distribution, an orbital 
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shaker was used to shake the rack of test-tubes. Due to the vertical and narrow geometry of the 

test-tubes, the horizontal pattern of stirring had limited success in the initial days -by prolonging 

periods of suspension- and was considered ineffective after day 5, when the cultures sedimented 

within seconds of being completely suspended. The colour of test tubes was also subject to rapid 

change. Initially, cultures started to fade to lighter shades of green, but to varying extent depending 

on salinity. An unusual development was the behaviour of control (no salt) culture; within 13 days 

from the start of stress phase, control had the least amount of biomass sedimented within, and was 

paler than all other test-tubes. At higher salinities, the samples retained to more colour and 

therefore pigments as well as has more biomass.On the 10th day the sedimented algae began to 

turn brown which was expected. The algae goes through three stages during the stress phase as 

mentioned in the background and will eventually transform into the anticipated red color. The 100 

mM sample was evidently under stress at this point (day 13), since it attained a green-brown tone 

as portrayed in Figure 9.  

 

Figure 7: Green brown tone in the 100mM test tube as of day 13 in the stress phase 

After 21 days of subjection to high irradiance of 85µmol·m-2·s-1, and differing salinities, samples with 

higher salt concentrations retained to significantly more biomass, and had more pronounced 

colouration, this is especially evident in Figure 10. At this time, the 100 mM culture had just attained 

a brown-orange hue. 
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Figure 8: 21-day-old stress cultures. from left to right: control, 40mM, 70mM & 100 mM NaCl 

Final processing 

The small working volume of the test-tubes did not allow for spectral absorbance readings 

throughout the 25-day-long stress period. Figure 11 shows the drastic change in optical properties 

that the cultures experienced by the end of this period. These results obtained were unexpected 

and can be accounted to various discrepancies and sources of errors that might have occurred 

during the experimental procedure. While it was expected to see a weak peak on the chlorophyll-a 

position (680 nm), and strong peaks on lower wavelengths, the singular and strong peak at the 292 

nm position on Figure 11 was uncharacteristic of carotenoids and algal samples. Molecules of 

astaxanthin in particular experience their peak absorption at 489 nm, and absorb significantly less 

at wavelengths below 400 nm (Yuan et al. 1999). Absorption is a phenomenon that is size-related, 

it is common practice to determine the size of nanomaterials based on their absorption spectra. A 

plausible interpretation of this result can come from the fact that the initial donor culture was 

contaminated with an unknown bacteria. Bacteria are smaller than alga, and can absorb smaller 

wavelengths of radiation. Although this posed no problem in the growth period, it is likely that the 

non-ideal, stress-inducing conditions within the test-tubes had placed the algal cultures at a 

competitive disadvantage. Additionally, and with the assumption of an overtaking bacterial 

contamination, the response of the control sample is intriguing. As depicted in Figure 11, samples 

were unanimously absorbing most radiation in the UV region, but the control sample had the 
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highest 292 nm peak, and the lowest peak in the green region. It was expected of the control 

sample to be the least affected by stress, retaining more green chlorophylls. This could be 

indicative of halophobic bacteria, which are weakened in high salinities (Montes-Hugo and Xie 

2015). More light was shed onto the situation by a second morphological study, this time on the 100 

mM aplanospores, which had retained to most biomass. Even in these cells, there was 

overwhelming evidence of competition as photographed in Figure 8. Although no bacteria could be 

recognized at the 40x magnification level, there was ample evidence of lysed cells, and intracellular 

matter such as red oil-bodies. On these grounds, it is speculated that the unexpected final results 

are an outcome of contamination by an unknown, and halophobic bacteria. 

 

Figure 9: Final spectrophotometry performed on 25-day-old stress cultures 
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CONCLUSION 
This project was conducted with the objective of examining the metabolic activities of algal 

species Haematococcus pluvialis in a controlled environment. The effect of varying 

degrees of salinity were chosen to be further focused upon, since this factor can effectively 

induce stress, while protecting the culture from fresh-water contaminants. Contaminations 

are a hurdle in industrial-scale applications of H. pluvialis. Devising bioprocesses that place 

more preventive parameters at different stages of production and reduce the probability of 

contamination are an essential area for future research. Although this work’s results were 

very likely plagued by a contaminant, it is still evident that salinity can be a factor in curbing 

the extent of contaminations. 
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NOMENCULATURE 

PUFA Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids 

ROS Reactive Oxygen Species 

CPCC Canadian Phycological Culture Centre 

BBM Bold’s Basal Medium 

CFL Cool Fluorescent Light 

PPFD Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density 

NaCl Sodium chloride 

rpm Revolutions per minute 
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APPENDIX A 

Additional information, tables, and/or figures may be appended here, after your references. 

 

 


